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MAGENSIUM Speculated EMULATOR - Read a Recent Report Here ; Dear Doc and Group, Recently I

purchased one of Doc's wonderful sales, with my primary interest in collecting files that would address my

Lyme symptoms. I've been listening in a general way (while riding in the car or while spending time at the

computer) trying to get a feel for what these 25 files I chose are about and how they'll work for me. Since

at this point I seem to be keeping my Lyme symptoms at a minimum with no more than a homeopathic

frequency imprinted remedy, I don't have really strong symptoms to notice. However, I know that Lyme

pathogens are insidious "stealth" buggers, and I have wanted to make a full force attack on them. At the

same time I am interested in any specific results that tell me I'm on course. One of the obvious symptoms

has been foot and leg cramps when I go to bed. I read some months ago that Magnesium gets depleted

by these pathogens and that's what causes the foot cramping. So I ran the Magnesium Emulation file for

over an hour last night (with headphones so as not to wake my husband) before going to bed. The results

WERE obvious. I didn't have to carefully cradle my feet and not move them in order to get to sleep. They

just didn't cramp up at all. I am elated! I slept with total comfort. I will continue THAT approach for sure!

Since using the other Lyme freqs I have noticed an increase in knee and shoulder joint pain, so I'm

getting ready to start a more intense regime of the primary Lyme freqs... I'm wondering if I'm making the

critters uncomfortable? I just wanted to report on the one quite immediate response. I'll get back to the

group with anything else significant. I don't have insurance, besides Medicare, and don't go to doctors

(except for the one round of antibiotics when I found the bulls eye rash... got talked into that against my

better judgement.) So I have NOT had any Lyme tests. I came to the conclusion based on vision

impairment and joint pain three days after my tick bite which started before I found the bulls-eye rash later

that day in Aug. 2009. So, this is a non-diagnosed case in some respect. I don't know WHAT specific

pathogen I'm dealing with. I just know that in my 66 years I've not experienced the symptoms I've been

having until the tick bite. Know that I'll keep posting as I try more vigorous SoS files. Looking forward to

sharing more good news. With love to all, and especially Doc Stars! Ellie
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